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CHAPTER I 

ONLINE HELP FOR NOVICE USERS: 

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

In the last two decades, the power and complexity of conq)uters and software 

have sky-rocketed, leaving many users behind. To keep up with the amount of 

information users need, technical writers are moving to online documentation. Online 

information can be updated and delivered electronically, A\1iich is much quicker and 

less e?q)ensive than printing a hardcopy manual However, online documentation can 

be daunting to some novice users v/ho are used to the affordances of a hardcopy 

manual (Norman, 1988). How can we, as technical writers, assist them to navigate 

efficiently and locate information in an online environment? 

Novice users con:q)rise the largest group of conqjuter users. In the past, the 

largest group of conq)uter users were programmers and conq)uter scientists—expert 

users famihar with the technology they created. When online documentation was first 

inq)lemented, it was written by and for Qxpert users. But now this documentation 

poses a problem for novice users unfamiUar with both the technology and the 

terminology of conq)uters. As conq)uter technology has become integrated mto 

everyday Ufe, technical writers have become mcreasingly aware of the novice users' 

difficulties regarding online documentation. In. response, many studies of novice users 

have been conducted to determine their attitudes and behaviors vAien using online 



documentation. These studies have resulted in books and articles exploring online 

documentation for novice users. 

This essay wiU review some of these books and articles in an attempt to analyze 

and conq)ile the knowledge about the needs and behaviors of novices users. Once 

these needs and behaviors are recognized, technical writers can produce online 

documentation to fit the needs of this ever-growing user group. Although this essay 

targets online he^), the guidelines and novice user analysis can be extrapolated to other 

types of online documentation. The first part of this essay will focus on studies that 

reveal characteristics of novice users such as their expectations, perceptions, and 

behavior pattems, contrasting novice users with expert users. The second section 

e?q)lores how online he )̂ can be designed to graduate the novice user into an expert. 

Drawing on this knowledge of novice users and how they progress into experts, the 

final part of the essay will provide a set of practical guidelines for writing and 

designing online documentation for novice users. 

Analysis of the Novice User 

By analyzing the novice user, we are able to better determine their needs, 

expectations, perceptions, and concerns. This information helps us create a help file 

that meets novice users' expectations, adheres to their perceptions, and addresses their 

concems. 



Defining the Novice User 

The term novice user has varying denotations. Studies conducted in the seventies 

and early eighties defined a novice user as someone with little or no conq)uter 

e?q)erience. For instance, Ledgard, Whiteside, Singer and Seymour (1980) as well as 

Cohill and Willages identify a novice as a user with 'less than 10 hours of experience 

with an interactive conq)uter system" (1985, p. 336). 

It has become more and more difficult to find users wlio fit this stringent criteria 

as conq)uter technology has become more integrated into day-to-day living via word 

processors, spreadsheets, voice mail, databases, video games, and ATM machines. 

Since there has been this increase in the use of the technology, there has been a 

corresponding shift in the definition of the novice user. Now studies not only 

characterize a novice user by the nimiber of hours he or she has worked on a 

con^uter, but by a variety of other criteria such as the fi^equency of conq)uter use 

(how many times per week), experience with the software (how many of the functions 

of the software are used), types of tasks performed, and amount of formal training 

(Cox and Walker, 1993; Fisher, 1991). Fisher distinguishes between the computer 

novice and the computer naive user by explaining that a novice user is one \^o is new 

to the confuting experience, whereas the naive user may not be a begfamer, but lacks 

the analytical ability to apply his or her skills to non-routine tasks or to understand 

those skills within the fi-amework of the entire system or apphcation (Fisher, 1991). 

For the piupose of this paper, I will use the term novice to enconq)ass both 

novice and naive users of computers. This new definition encompasses a wide range of 



novices, fi-om the child learning to use a computer at school, to the programmer 

learning a new operating system for the first time. This broader definition 

acknowledges the fact that all users can be novices to some degree, so that online 

documentation can be designed for all levels of novice user. 

Although the literature has shifted its definition to account for the increased 

computer literacy of the population, still another line should be drawn to distinguish 

the novice conq)uter user fi'om the novice online he )̂ user. Technical communication 

research should focus on the hypertext novice as well as the con:q)uter naive. Although 

conq)uter use has become almost commonplace, online documentation is a fairly new 

phenomenon, even for expert users. For instance, how does a proficient Windows® 

user, who is used to double-cUcking on icons react to hypertext wliere links are 

traversed by a single chck? Navigating in hypertext is not equivalent to using or 

programming a conq)uter. Future studies need to focus on the users \^o are 

unfamiliar with online help, a much broader audience than those unfamiUar with 

conq)uters. 

Expectations and Perceptions of Novice Users 

Most novices' expectations and perceptions of online help stem fi-om their 

expectations of conq)uters or their previous experiences with hardcopy manuals 

(Carroll and Aaronson, 1988). Novice user e?q)ectations and perceptions center 

around what online he )̂ can do for them and what online hê ) should look Uke. Much 

of the literature about online documentation discusses user expectations for online 



documentation. Not many articles or books discuss user e>q)ectations for online help 

^ecifically, but user e?q)ectations for online documentation can be apphed to online 

help. 

Most studies agree that users expect online help to be easy to leam, usable, 

consistent, seamless, and flexible (Baird, 1990; Cox and Walker, 1993; Gay and 

Mazur, 1991). For novice users, ease of learning is critical. To create online help that 

facilitates ease of learning, the writer should match the tasks to the user's perceptions, 

keep tasks sinq)le and present them consistently, and guide the user through the 

experience (Grice, 1989). However, the characteristic of ease of learning does not 

necessarily lend itself to usabihty. Duffy, Mehlenbacher, and Palmer (1989) define a 

usable online document as one which provides accurate and con:q)lete information, is 

easy to access and easy to understand. 

Novices' Perceived Role of Online Help: Tutorial or Information Retrieval 

All the literature concedes that online help must be accurate, easy to leam and 

usefiil; however, authors do not agree on the purpose and function of online help. 

Studies of user e?q)ectations reveal that user groups are divided as to Â êther help 

should function as a teacher or as a tool for retrieving task-oriented information. A 

study conducted by Dzida, Herda, and Itzfeldt examining user-perceived quahty of 

mteractive systems lists several e?q)ectations that any user has for an online system 

(1978). According to Dzida et al., novice users expect online documentation to: 



1. make user manuals superfluous, 

2. ^cilitate the learning of system use without consulting manuals, 

3. present user manuals in vjhoh or in parts via display stations, 

4. thoroughly acquaint users with system without human assistance, 

5. provide global information about the fimctional range of the system, 

6. make the least assuiiq)tions about the user's prior knowledge on system 

structures and functions, 

7. support user input by menu technique, 

8. explain each command and subcommand upon user request (1978). 

From this study it is apparent that novice users expect online help to replace the 

hardcopy manual and teach them the system or software. Further supporting the 

teaching role of online he^, Kerr notes a study by Stoddard et aL that reveals that 

users use online he^ as a tutorial rather than as a quick reference for procedures that 

they have forgotten (1986). These studies indicate that online help must be more than 

just a quick reference if it is to meet the e?q)ectations of novice users. Mark Bemstein 

states that online he )̂ should "persuade, entice, excite, illuminate, and mspire" (1991, 

287). These authors see online help as a tool to teach the novice user the system or 

apphcation. 

Others see help as a context-based, task-oriented document, as opposed to an 

onlme tutorial to be convicted at the user's leisure. Bernhardt defines he )̂ as "those 

word files that attenqjt to rescue coiiq)uter users vAio encounter difficukies" (1993, 

153), v\Mch hmits users' access to task-^ecific information. Other research indicates 



that wiien users access the information in he^), they are looking for a procedure that 

will help them get past some stumbling block that in[q)edes them fi"om continuing their 

work with a system or apphcation. They are not interested in learning about the 

system; they are interested in conq)leting a task (Santhanam and Wiedenbeck, 1993). 

New users need to practice to leam effectively (Ossner, 1990). The appropriate venue 

for learmng through practice is a tutorial (Duflfy et al, 1989), not online help. 

Some authors feel that the new users' discomfort with the online environment 

makes hypertext a poor teaching tool Studies by Jonassen reveal that users did not 

know how to leam using hypertext (1993). New users' difficulty in assimilating to the 

new learning environment distracted them fi'om learning. Supporting Jonassen's 

conclusions, Nick Hammond's studies of effective learning reveal that due to too much 

user control and the lack of a conceptual model hypertext does not provide the 

"support, direction and engagement that learning requires" (1993, 64). His verdict is 

that hypertext is suitable for information retrieval and exploration, but not for 

mtemalizing specific information that learning a system requires. 

Although all these researchers raise vahd points, the information gained from 

then studies must be apphed to novice users of online help specifically to be of any use 

here. After analyzing the needs and behaviors of novices vAien usmg onhne help in 

represented by these studies, it appears that the most useful role that help can play is 

the role of mformation retrieval tool. Novices are shown to be task-oriented (Carol 

and Carrithers, 1984; Horton, 1994). A learning tool approach would only distract 

these users from completing their tasks. Too, Dorazio has shown that too much 



information can baffle and intimidate novice users (1986). Taking all these factors into 

account, these studies show that novice users need he )̂ as a tool to retrieve succinct, 

task-specific information as opposed to system descrq)tions and e?q)lanations. 

These studies appear to be conclusive; however, most of this literature is over 

five years old. The articles that are more recent cite studies five to ten years old. Do 

these perceptions and expectations hold tme with today's users? No descriptions of 

the tutorials were given for these studies. Current onlme tutorials can be used as both 

a quick reference and as a teaching tool. Users can access a screen that gives 

instmctions for conq)leting a task. An optional button or icon hnks users to an 

animated tutorial that allows them to watch the software perform the task, then 

practice the task themselves. This type of online he^/tutorial serves the needs of 

novices and e?q)erts. A study conducted with this type of hybrid he^/tutorial might 

render the tutorial versus information-retrieval tool debate inconsequential. 

Novices' Preferred Setup of Online Help 

According to Joseph, Steinberg, and Jones, novice users rate online help by the 

nimiber of times they use it, how successfiil they are in conq)leting their tasks, and 

how long it takes them to find the hê ) mformation needed. In their study of novice 

users of an online manual, Joseph et al. discovered that users prefer random access to 

information, yet conversely, e?q)ect online documentation to look hke printed text, 

including such features as a table of contents and an index. Joseph et al. explam, "Even 



tiiough [novice users] make httle use of [a table of contents], the presence of such 

features he^)s the users get started with the electronic system" (1989, p. 83). 

From this study, it would seem that novice users base their e?q)ectations of online 

information on hardcopy documentation, as well as e?q)erience with previously used 

software and systems. In other words, novice users in[q)lement previously learned 

strategies, or schema, vdien faced with a new system or software (Jonassen, 1988). 

Yet it is difficuh to draw definitive conclusions from the study of Joseph et al. due to 

the small size and lack of diversity of the participants. Joseph et aL studied twelve US 

Army captains vAio were already ̂ mihar with the hardcopy version of the online 

manual used in the study. A larger and more diverse population could conceivably 

reveal navigational preferoices and behaviors differing from this study. 

Questions Novice Users Ask 

Novice users access online he^ because they want to leam a basic function or 

perform a basic task. Since they have no knowledge of the program or jargon, 

they are often at a loss as to how to begm to look for he )̂ (Trenner, 1989). 

Research conducted by documentation experts reveals a list of questions that 

online help must address if it is to be usefiil to the novice user. Novice users' 

questions focus on orientation and procedures, as is illustrated by this Ust of 

common questions asked by novice users: 



1. How do I get started (Horton, 1994)? 

2. What functions and operations do I need to do (a task) (Sebrechts and Swartz, 

1991; Jackson etal., 1992)? 

3. Where am I and wiiat can I do next (Trenner, 1989)? 

These questions differ from those asked by experts wiiich focus more on how 

functions work than how to use the fimctions (Sebrechts and Swartz, 1991). 

Behavior Pattems of Novice Users 

Navigating Behaviors 

Since novice users are unfamiHar with online documentation, they navigate 

through online documentation in a variety of ways (Can^agnoni and Erhch, 1990). 

However, novices' primary method of he^ retrieval is browsing, or paging through 

he )̂ screens imtil they have located the information that they need, rather than making 

use of search features (Marchionini, 1987). Marchionini beheves that novice users 

prefer to browse because this method is similar to flipping through a book, a schema 

with which novice users are famihar. Novice users have no schema for analytical 

search methods such as keyword searches (1987). However, novice users might not 

use search features because they do not know that they exist (Joseph et aL, 1989). 

Two studies conducted by Canq)agnoni and Erhch are key to understanding the 

navigational pattems of novice users. In these studies, Can[q)agnoni and Erhch 

discovered that spatial visuahzation abihty is a factor in efficient navigation. "The 

higher the person's visualization score, the less that person needed to retum to the top 
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of tiie hierarchy" (Canq)agnoni and Erhch, 1990, p. 17). To assist users with spatial 

visuahzation, Campagnoni and Erhch suggest that a spatially oriented model of the 

document should be provided. This type of model gives a web-like view of the 

document, allowing the user to view all the possible topics in the onhne document and 

see their spatial relationship to one another. 

These two studies also revealed that users preferred to use the mouse to select 

hypertext links or paging buttons rather than using menus or keyboard functions 

(Campagnoni and Erhch, 1990). The frequent use of paging buttons supports 

Marchionini's research findings that users prefer to browse through online documents 

rather than conducting an analytical search (1987). These results are m opposition to 

the findings of Joseph et aL which stated that users preferred a table of contents, ̂ îlich 

requires an analytical search process. Since Can^agnoni and Erhch's study only used 

twelve subjects as weU, one study cannot be said to be more vahd than the other. More 

extensive research with current navigational aids to determine users' navigational 

preferences. Perhaps the real question is not what navigational aids novice users 

prefer, but which navigational aids give novice users the best performance. 

SearchiTig Behaviors 

Many of the studies discussed in this section were conducted using databases 

rather than online help facilities. However, I beheve that the findings of these studies 

are still usefiil, as many parallels can be drawn between help facilities and databases. 

Searching for information m help and searching for information m a database both call 
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level 80% of the time. The table of contents search option was so poor that most users 

had to use another option. The mdex was frequently used, and novices were most 

often successfiil with this option. This success and ease of use can be attributed to the 

level of detail of the mdex, and the feet that users knew how to use an index from their 

e?q)erience with hardcopy documentation (Joseph et aL, 1989). 

From the review of the literature, rt appears as though there is not only a 

question as to the best navigation and searching techniques, but there is also a debate 

as to which techniques are preferred by novice users. The findmgs of Joseph et al. 

indicate that novice users faU back on hardcopy manual techniques for searching and 

navigating through online documents, such as a table of contents (1989). Campagnoni 

and Erhch find that users prefer using hypertext links and paging buttons (1990). An 

earher study by Can[q)agnoni and Erhch states that users prefer a topic search feature 

over a table of contents. From these contradictions in the research, it is unclear as to 

what the real preferences of novice users are. Perhaps they demonstrate a preference 

for hardcopy-style navigational aids because they do not know \̂ ^at other navigational 

aids are available. Future research needs to be directed at novice users' performance, 

rather than preference. Current navigational aids such as browse buttons, icons, and 

multi-hotspot graphics need to be included in the navigation options in these studies. 

Larger more diverse sanq)les need to be studied to determine novice users' 

navigational needs. 
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Conq)aring Novice Users to Expert Users 

Online he^ must target both novices and e?q)erts, because novices, with 

e>q)erience, become experts who still need onhne help. "The experienced user vdien 

faced with a new system...is in much the same position as the novice user, and so 

needs good human engmeering just as much" (Ledgard et al., 1980, p. 563). Horton 

sets up a dichotomy between expert and novice, characterizing the novice as one y^o 

has httle or no experience with con:q)uters or with the program, requires information 

about basic tasks and functions, and a short attention span due to a lack of knowledge 

of 'Svhat is essential and w^at is trivial." Expert users are concemed with con^leting 

tasks rapidly and efficiently, skq)ping over pron[q)ts and menus that might slow them 

down. Since they are conq)letely famihar with the system or software, e?q)erts are 

interested in higher-level tasks and more detailed system information that helps them 

to achieve these tasks quickly and efficiently. Opposed to the novice >̂ ôse interest 

hes in basic, task-related information, experts can easily understand system-related 

information because they have the vocabulary and program knowledge to ask 

stmctured questions (1994). 

How Online Help Can Graduate the Novice into an Expert 

Carroll and Carrithers (1984) and Horton (1994) state that novices use onhne 

he^ because they want to complete a task. The studies conducted by Campagnoni and 

Erhch, Joseph et al., Elkerton and Willages, Legard, and others suggest that novice 

users rely on previous e?q)eriences with printed text vAien they use online help. The 
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urgency of completing a task combined with the un&miliarity of the online 

environment makes using online help a fiustrating e?q)erience for novice users. These 

difficulties stem from the fact that novice users have no previous mental model for 

deahng with online help (Marchionini, 1987). For instance, searching for information 

in an onhne database could be paralleled with searching for topics in an index. If the 

user has no knowledge of an index, then searching for information in the database is all 

the more difficuh because the user has no paraUel knowledge to bring to the task. 

However, as novices familiarize themselves with the program, they will begin to 

develop a mental model for online documentation as weU as a vocabulary for the 

program commands. In short, they will begin the transformation to e?q)ert. Since 

novice users perceive online help as a tutorial (Kerr, 1986), online help should include 

features that aid novice users in their transformation to experts. Table 1 summarizes 

guidelines for including such features. 

Providing a Mental Model for a Program or System 

Of all these guidelines, the most cmcial to the novice user's progress is the 

development of a mental model of the program and the online he )̂. Mental models can 

either he )̂ fSmiiliarize a novice with the stmcture of a system, or refresh an expert 

(Kerr, 1986). A mental model is particularly necessary for novice users because they 

do not have the depth of understanding that expert users possess. Since novice users 

remember mformation in task-oriented "chunks," they are "dependent on the context 

being the same at learning and recall for successfiil retrieval" (Allwood, 1986, p. 640). 
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Novice users cannot take mformation learned vAnle doing one task and apply that 

information to another task. They lack a holistic concept of the purpose of the 

program that would aUow them to make such cognitive jun:q)s. 

A mental model he^)s novice users by applying their previous knowledge to a 

new concept (Alhvood, 1986). When novices can base their understanding of a 

program on something that they are familiar with, then they can better understand and 

utihze the fimctions of the program (Kerr, 1986). The only difficulty with supplying a 

mental model is that each user's e?q)eriences are different, making it difficuh to create 

a model that fits all novice users' experiences. Also, if a novice user already has a 

mental model for the system or program based on some previous experience that does 

not match the mental model provided in the documentation, the user could become 

confiised (Kerr, 1986). For this reason, it is wapoTtant to provide the user with some 

way to circumvent the model such as accessmg it through a macro or menu rather than 

maldng it a part of the document if it is not needed (Trenner, 1989). 

16 



Table 1. Guidehnes for Makmg Novices mto Experts 

Guidehne 
Provide a mental model of 
the system or program 

Introduce basic concepts 
and operations using 
exan:q)les 
Provide an ahemative hst of 
commands used by e?q)erts 
Give exan^les of e?q)ert 
search strategies 
Suggest possible uses for 
apphcations and tasks 

Provide spht-level help 

Benefit to the User 
• Orients user to the system 
• Helps user use the 

program/system more effectively 

• He^s the user focus on principles 
of apphcation rather than 
"surface details" (Horton, 1994) 

• Teaches the user the higher-level 
fimctions of the program 

• Helps the user create a mental 
model of a fiiU-text search 

• Allows user to "explore the 
relationship between an abstract 
[task] and the concrete 
implementation con^onents in an 
example related to [that task]" 

• Provides step-by-step procedures 
needed by novices 

• Provides a quick reference base 
for experts to leam in-depth 
system knowledge that helps 
them perform their jobs more 
quickly and effectively 

Citation 
Barefield, 1986 
Campagnoni and 
Erhch, 1990 
Horton, 1994 
Kearsley, 1991 
Kerr, 1986 
Horton, 1994 
Kearsley, 1991 

Horton, 1994 

Horton, 1994 
Kerr, 1986 
Redmiles, 1993 

Carroll and 
Aaronson, 1988 
Cherry, 1992 
Kearsley, 1991 
Trenner, 1989 
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Providing a Mental Model for Online Help 

A novice to a program may also be a novice to onhne he^. Although the theory 

behind hypertext documents is that users create their own mental models through 

relating linked "chunks" of information to their own needs and experiences (Jonassen, 

1988), the novice user may become lost without some mental model of the online 

he^'s structure. A study by Can:q)agnoni and Erhch supports that spatial orientation is 

cmcial to navigatmg effectively m hypertext documents (1990). "The overaU stmcture 

of articles [hypertext information units] must make sense to readers so they can form a 

mental image of the topics covered" (Kearsley, 1988, p. 21). Without this mental 

image, novice users may not be able to use online hê ) effectively. 

Whether creating a mental model for the system or program or providing a 

mental model for online he^, mental models help bridge the gap between novice and 

expert users. Mental models provide novice users with the contextual information they 

need to envision the program or document hohstically, rather than as a tool for a 

specific task (Allwood, 1986). In this way, novice users can acquire a deeper 

understandmg of a program that allows them to use the program more effectively. 

There are many types of mental models, but all effective mental models relate the 

new information to a concept with which the user is aheady famihar. Marchionini 

(1989) suggests coiiq)aring searching an onhne database to searching a paper index, a 

concept most users are probably famihar with. A mental model of this type apphes 

paper mdex searchmg behaviors (behaviors novice users have practiced) and apphes 

these behaviors to the new medium, the online database. Another type of mental model 
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is symbohc and metaphoricaL A representation of this type of mental model was used 

by Gay and Mazur in then- hypermedia program The Bug House (1991). This type of 

mental model represents an unfamiliar activity (looking for mformation m hypermedia) 

with a femiliar action such as walking through the rooms of a house, looking at 

various objects. A third type of mental model is the spatial model, w^ch literally 

represents the online document as a map of the topics and their links. Canq)agnoni and 

Erhch use this type of model in their studies of navigational strategies in online help 

(1990). 

Although each of these studies concluded that its mental model significantly aids 

the reader in navigating and searching online, it remains to be seen vAnch type of 

model is the most effective. A usefiil study would be to conq)are the three types of 

models on a large sample of users unfamiliar with online documentation to determine 

v îiich model is the most effective. 

Designing Help for the Novice User 

Online help design for novices should fecilitate three goals: 

1. He )̂ the novice user complete his or her task quickly and with a mmimum of 

fiustration (Jackson et aL, 1992). 

2. Provide tools to narrow the performance and knowledge gap between the 

novice and e?q)ert (Allwood, 1986). 

3. Mold the novice mto an expert (Horton, 1994). 
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At the same time, onhne help must also accommodate e?q)ert users wiio need a quick 

reference or he )̂ for advanced tasks. From wiiat we have learned about the 

characteristics, expectations, and behavior pattems of novice users, we can derive 

some guidehnes to follow that wiU fiilfiU the goals for novice user he )̂ design. The 

basic rules for designing onhne he^ for novice users are as foUows: 

1. Use familiar mental models, 

2. Keep content at task level, 

3. Create a user-fiiendly interface, 

4. Create readable screens, 

5. Inq)lement navigational aids. 

Usmg Familiar Mental Models 

As mentioned in the previous discussion on molding the novice into an expert, 

familiar mental models are cmcial to a novice user's understanding of the stmcture of 

an online document (Allwood, 1986). Mental models are also inq)Ortant for spatially 

orienting a novice user wMe he or she navigates in the online document (Can^agnoni 

and Erhch, 1990). 

The "root document," as coined by Kearsley, is the first screen that a user sees in 

a hypertext, and therefore the most important for establishing a mental model for the 

document (1988). The root document may be used in several ways to establish a 

mental model for a novice user. It can serve as an overview for topics covered in the 
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hypertext, as a top-down hierarchy of major topics m menu format, or as a tutorial—all 

stmctures that a novice user woidd probably be femihar with (Kearsley, 1988). 

The root screen also serves several other modehng fimctions. Since the root 

screen is the first screen that a user sees, this screen sets the user's expectations for ah 

the following screens. By studying the root screen, the user knows v^ere he or she 

should look on each screen to find different types of mformation on aU the screens. For 

instance, the root screen depicted m Figure 1, page 22, cues the user to look for text at 

the top of the screen that provides overview and navigational information. This screen 

also cues the reader that buttons and icons will be located on the left of the screen and 

that text describing the topic represented by each of the icons will be located to the 

right of the icons. 

By viewing the root screen, the user also gets an idea of how large the hypertext 

document might be by the number of initial topics displayed. In Figure 1, a user would 

assume that this is a short hypertext because there are only three main topics. The 

navigation button bar located above the screen cues the user to possible navigation 

options such as searching, back, tracmg then navigation history, and browsing. Smce 

the user obtains so many cues m the root screen, great care should be taken that these 

cues are not misleadmg. The root screen should accurately reflect the rest of the 

document. If the root screen accurately reflects the rest of the document, than the user 

can use the root screen to set up expectations and behaviors that will help him or her 

to navigate successfiilly through the document. 
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Another popular structural choice is to mimic the affordances of a hardcopy manual 

such as a table of contents and mdex approach. Novice users are ^miliar with books 

and how to use them; therefore, this stmcture is probably the most ^miliar mental 

model for novice users (Joseph et aL, 1989). Table 2 summarizes guidehnes for 

creating famihar mental models which mimic printed documents, and gives justification 

and citations for the suggested features. 

Keeping Content at Task Level 

Since novice users can become confiised by too much information (Joseph et aL, 

1989), writers should keep the most easily accessible mformation on an instmctionaL 

rather than an e^lanatory leveL Novice users are initially only interested m using the 

system to con[q)lete a task, rather than learning about the program itseh[l In-depth 

program information, including program or system-^ecific jargon (Dorazio, 1986), 

only slows and confiises the novice (Carroll and Carrithers, 1984). Table 3 gives 

guidelines for targeting content toward novice users. 

Creating a User-Friendly Interface 

While a well-designed interfece is needed for both novices and experts, a user-

friendly interface is particularly cmcial to novice users due to their unfamiharity with 

the onlme environment or with the program Schneiderman e?q)lains that the 

unfamiharity of the display causes stress for novice users (1992), and this stress affects 

then- performance m then tasks. Therefore, the design of the interfece should be as 
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intuitive and accessible as possible to minimize novice user discomfort. Table 4 

contams guidehnes for designing a user-fiiendly interface that will minimize the novice 

user's stress due to the unfamiliar online environment. 

Creating Readable Screens 

As with a user-fiiendly interface, readable screens are of benefit to all levels of 

users. However, reading on-screen may be a new experience for the novice user, and 

the screen presents difficulties that hardcopy does not. An experiment by Cohill and 

Willages found that novice users performed tasks more efficiently using hardcopy 

manuals with no online help (1985). Similarly, Kearsley found that novice users 

performed better with only hardcopy documentation (1988). Part of the novices' 

difficulty is a resuh of the unfamiharity with the online environment; however, the 

characteristics of the display screen can make reading online difficuh. Disadvantages 

to reading online can include poor fonts, reversed-out type, "fiizzy" or blurry text, 

glare, flicker; small, fixed display; curved screens on vAnch less information can be 

displayed per screen as compared to paper (Schneiderman, 1992). 
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Table 2. Guidehnes for Creating Familiar Mental Models 

Guideline 
Use page numbers 

Include a table of contents 

Use headings and 
subheadings 

Include an index 

Use pages (self-contained 
screens), instead of 
screens 

scrolling 

Justification 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Orients the user 
Helps user navigate 
Looks hke print 
documentation, making 
the user feel more 
comfortable 
Provides overview of 
topics 
Orients reader 
Provides instant 
recognition of 
information 
Gives uniformity to 
screens 
Mimics printed text 
Provides a quick search 
method 
Gives a list of topics 
Mimics printed text 
Users prefer to "page" 
through online 
documents 
Scrolling may overload 
users with information 

Citation 
Horton, 1994 

Can^agnoni and Erhch, 
1990 

Horton, 1994 
Jackson et aL, 1992 
Joseph et al., 1989 
Trenner, 1989 
Harman and Candela, 1990 
Horton, 1994 
Jackson et aL, 1992 
Joseph et aL, 1989 

Horton, 1994 
Joseph et al., 1989 

Campagnoni and Erhch, 
1990 

Dorazio, 1986 
Horton, 1994 
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Table 3. Guidelines for Keeping Content at Task Level 

Guidehne 
Use a task-oriented 
approach to organization 

Include need-to-know 
background information 
only 

Avoid or define jargon 

Give exanq)les w^ere 
appropriate 

Justification 
• Both expert and novice 

users are most 
interested in conq)leting 
tasks 

• Novice users do not 
have the vocabulary to 
master a system-
oriented stmcture 

• Novices are interested in 
completmg a task, not 
learning the system 

• Non-essential 
background information 
might conflise a novice 
user 

• Novices do not have 
sufficient background to 
understand jargon 

• Gives novice users a 
context for tasks and 
fimctions 

• Demonstrates proper 
use of afimction 

• Helps novice evolve into 
an expert user 

Citation 
Horton, 1994 
Jackson et al., 1992 

Campagnoni and Erhch, 
1990 

Dorazio, 1986 
Horton, 1994 

Dorazio, 1986 
Trenner, 1989 

Horton, 1994 
Kearsley, 1991 
Redmiles, 1993 
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Table 4. Guidehnes for Creating a User-Friendly Interfice 

Guideline 
Keep information accessible 

Create a flat hypertext 
hierarchy 

Avoid overlapping windows 

Avoid scrolling screens 

Make menus and hypertext 
hot spots obvious 

Use icons 

Link to necessary 
background mformation 

Justification 
• He^s users complete tasks 

quickly 
• He^s users envision the 

stmcture of the system 
• Keeps information accessible 
• Prevents users from becoming 

lost in the document 
• He^s user locate pertment 

information more quickly 
• Prevents information from 

being hidden from user 
• Prevents information overload 
• Makes information easier and 

faster to locate, since novice 
users search by '̂ paging" 
through screens 

• Prevents information overload 
• Forces instmctions to be 

concise 
• Helps users navigate more 

easily 
• Novice users show a 

preference for using hot spots 
and hypertext buttons as 
navigational tools 

• Hê )S users identify topics 
instantly 

• Gives cohesion to screens 
• Helps users navigate 
• Gives novice users a context 

for mformation 
• Introduces task-related topics 
• Prevents background 

information from obscuring 
task information 

Citation 
Alhvood, 1986 
Harman and Candela, 

1990 

Kerr, 1986 

Horton, 1994 
Trenner, 1989 

Elkerton and 
Willages, 1984 

Horton, 1994 
Kerr, 1986 
Trenner, 1989 

Can^agnoni and 
Erhch, 1990 

Trenner, 1989 

Dum, 1987 

Jackson et aL, 1992 
Kearsley, 1988 
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Although this information appears to advise against reading online, Duffy, 

Palmer, and Mehlenbacher pomt out that these e?q)eriments were conducted using 

documentation without browsmg fimctions or split-window capabihties (1992). Also, 

technology has smce provided us with high-resolution, fiih-page, flat screens. The 

reservations of Cohill and Willages, Kearsley, and Duflfy et al. concerning the resuhs 

of these e?q)eriments bring them to the conclusion that online he )̂ is not ineffective for 

novice users, but poorly designed (Duflfy et aL, 1992). Using the onhne documentation 

features currently available, we can significantly improve reading online by following 

the guidelines in Table 5. 

Iiiq)lementing Navigational Aids 

One of the most common caveats hi the hterature discussmg hypertext is the 

difficulty of navigation. Berstein inq)hes that the so-caUed problem of becoming lost m 

hyperspace is a resuh of poor writing and designing efforts (1991). Research has 

shown that the implementation of navigational tools (see Table 6) improves the 

performance of novice users, making it easier and faster for them to find the 

information that they need (Hammond 1993). 
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Table 5. Guidehnes for Creatmg Readable Screens 

Guideline 
Use plenty of wiiite space 

Don't overload the screen 
with text 

Use a larger, thicker font 
than you would on paper 

Use color, bold, or itahc 
type sparingly and 
consistently 

Use appropriate graphics 

Justification 
• Makes reading online 

easier 
• Makes h easier to locate 

information 
• Novice users are 

intimidated by text-filled 
screens 

• Makes it easier to locate 
information 

• Makes reading online 
easier 

• Does not slow reading 
• Enq)hasizes mformation 
• Cues types of 

information 
• Keeps screens looking 

consistent 
• Supports text 
• Gives the user visual 

navigational cues 
• Breaks up text 
• Familiar schema for 

novice users 

Citation 
Kerr, 1986 

Horton, 1994 
Houghton, 1984 
Kerr, 1986 

Kerr, 1986 
Rubens and Krull, 1985 

Horton, 1994 

Dorazio, 1986 
Dum, 1987 
Kerr, 1986 
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Table 6. Guidehnes for Inq)lementmg Navigational Aids 

Guidehne 
Direct users toward 
information rather than 
letting them browse freely 

Use icons to illustrate 
various types of information 

Use indexes and tables of 
contaits 

Use graphical browsers 

Keqj screens short 

Link details; don't include 
them in the main text 

Use titles 

Create screens that serve as 
both a jumping off point and 
a home base 

Justification 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Keq)s users from wasting 
time 
Keq)s users from getting lost 
Helps users access needed 
information quickly 
Keq)s users orioited in the 
documoit 
Signifies related information 
Instantly identifies type of 
information 
Gives an overview of topics 
Gives an indication of the 
size of the documoit 
Helps users locate 
information 

Shows users the stmcture of 
the documoit 
Gives an overview of topics 
Shows relationships between 
topics 
Prevents information 
overload 
Ke^s user from becoming 
disoriaited through scrolling 

Prevaits information 
overload 

Reorients users after a jump 
Reassures users that they 
have the correct information 

Orients users 
Directs information search 
efforts 

Citation 
Baird,1990 
Carison, 1989 
Hammond, 1993 
Sdmeiderman, Kreitzberg, and 

Berk, 1991 
Bemstein, 1991 
Duin, 1987 
Kostehiick, 1989 
Ossner, 1990 

Campagnom andErlich, 1990 
Horton, 1994 
Jackson et al., 1992 
Joseph etal., 1989 
Sdmeiderman, Kreitzberg, and 

Berk, 1991 
Trenner, 1989 
Bemstein, 1991 
Gay and Mazur, 1991 

Elkerton and Willages, 1984 
Horton, 1994 
Kerr, 1986 
Schneiderman, Kreitzberg, and 

Berk, 1991 
Trenner, 1989 
Baird, 1990 
Dorazio, 1986 
Sdmeiderman, Kreitzberg, and 

Berk, 1991 
Harman and Candela, 1990 
Horton, 1994 
Jackson etal., 1992 
Joseph etal., 1989 
Sdmddennan, Kreitzberg, and 

Berk, 1991 
Gay and Mazur, 1991 
Sdmeiderman, Kreitzberg, and 

Berk, 1991 
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Conchision 

From these books and articles, it appears that novice users reqmre special onhne 

hê ) due to the behaviors and needs that separate them from expert users. As 

technology and mterface design mq)rove, the knowledge and performance gap 

between novice and expert decreases. Eventually, natural language systems and 

artificial mtelhgence may ehmmate the gap ahogether. However, until that tune, 

technical writers are responsible for training the novice user to become an expert via 

online he^. 

Our perceptions of online he )̂ and the novice user are based on studies 

conducted as long as ten years ago. These studies were relevant and usefiil in their 

time; however, today's researchers need to focus on current issues. Many of the issues 

raised by these articles are no longer in debate. Technology has given us the 

advancements we need to create online he^ that is just as efficient and readable as 

hardcopy manuals, if not more so. 

There is no longer a question of if mformation should be put online, but rather a 

question ofwdiich mformation should be put online and in vAisA form. Some of the 

issues such as navigation strategies are still vahd; however, the technology has 

inq)roved to give users more options than are discussed in these studies. More studies 

on novice user performance with onhne help should be conducted usmg the larger, 

flatter displays and the browse, search, and spht-screen capabilities available today. 
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Altiiough tiie fiiture technology can onfy m^rove the onhne e?q)erience for 

novice users, hke Duflfy, Pahner, and Mehlenbacher, I beheve tiiat novice users' 

success wkh onhne he )̂ depends on design, not medhim Research needs to shift die 

focus from the dead or outdated issues of the past to current issues. Instead of 

focusmg research efforts to study the ever-shrinkmg group of novice conq)uter users, 

we should widen our scope to the more relevant audience of users w4io are new to 

online documentation. 

Through studying the hterature we leam that we can fiilfill the novice user's 

needs by creating he )̂ that is organized by task, allows them to browse through the 

information, includes a mental model, and foUows the guidelines of good screen 

design. We can mold the novice into an e?q)ert by using split-level help that gives a 

context for tasks and aUows access to, but does not cloud the screen with, program 

information needed by e?q)erts. Using these guidelines and techniques gleaned from 

these studies of novice users' perceptions and performance with online he^, we can 

design a help system that is comfortable for all user types. 

Most of these practical guidelines are still relevant for today's users, but new 

technology has produced new issues in online information delivery and design. These 

new issues require a new body of hterature that acknowledges the changes m the 

novice user group and online documentation technology. This body of hterature must 

report research on this new user group and how this group mteracts with the new 

technology rather than relying on the research from the past. 
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CHAPTER n 

DELL PORTABLES Q&A: 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATION 

Introduction 

To appfy the knowledge that I have gamed by studying the relevant hterature 

on novice users and onhne documentation, I worked as an mtem for three months with 

Dell Con^uter Corporation based m Austm, Texas. The online documentation 

project was substantial m size, and I had the majority of the control over both the 

information that went into the document and its design. This chapter discusses the 

work environment at Dell and how it affected this project. This chapter also e?q)lains 

the history of the project, describes the project and the software tools I used. The final 

sections discuss the design methods I used, mfhiences on the project, and how this 

document reflects the knowledge I gained through my review of the literature. 

Research Settmg 

The Dell work environment in the Information Development area is stmctured 

to promote teamwork. In spite of the supposed autonomy of my project, I could not 

help but collaborate with other members of the Information Development (Info Dev) 

team Employees are encouraged to utihze the talents and knowledge of other 

members of the group. Frequently, we bortow information from one of our documents 

to put m another. I used mformation from user's guides, tech sheets, mserts, and the 

desktop Q&A (a forerunner to my project, the portables Q&A). 
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Onhne documentation is a fau-ly new venture at DeU. At the tune of this 

writmg, onty a handfiil of onhne documents are shipping to customers. Smce the onhne 

writmg group is still m the stages of settmg standards and determming styles, it was an 

ideal tune for me to apply the knowledge I had gamed through research mto the 

hterature concerning onhne documentation. More flexibihty of design was allowed 

smce there are few hard and fest rules at this pomt. This state of flux was also an 

excellent chance for me to watch the process of estabhshing documentation standards 

and styles. I attended most of the meetmgs related to online documentation efforts, 

A^̂ ch are open forums for discussion. No standard or style is put into effect without 

discussion and consensus from the group. 

This work environment provided me with the opportunity to inq)lement my 

ideas as well as the ideas of the other team members. I beheve this collaborative 

environment he^ed me to produce a more accurate, better-designed document than I 

could have on my own. 

Project History 

The onhne Portables Q&A (Question and Answer) is a modification of a Q&A 

that is currently shippmg whh all Dell desktop and portable con^uters. The origmal 

Q&A was created usmg the help authoring tool Help Magician. The purpose of the 

origmal Q&A is call avoidance, or providing enough mformation so that the customer 

will not call tech support. The original Q&A is 56 screens long and broken up mto five 

mam seaions: Con^uter Questions, Per^herals Questions, Muhunedia Questions, 
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DOS Questions, and Windows Questions. Each section is broken up into specific 

questions on that topic. 

Most of the mformation m the original Q&A is specific to desktop systems, but 

the Q&A is shq)pmg on both desktops and portables. Portable systems are configured 

differently from desktop systems and have different features, so an online Q&A was 

needed to answer portable-specific questions. I was given the origmal Q&A to use as a 

base for the design of the Portables Q&A. Some of the information m the origmal 

Q&A is apphcable to portables, but the rest of the mformation I obtained from 

technical support and other areas of DelL 

Project Description 

The Portables Q&A is a stand-alone hypertext document that is shipped with 

all portable systems m both Europe and the Americas. The Portables Q&A is accessed 

through the Dell Assistant, vdiich is a collection of DeU onhne help documents such as 

the Online User's Guide and the Technical Assistance guide, as weU as the Q&A. The 

Dell Assistant is located m the Dell Accessories program group. 

The purpose of the Portables Q&A is to provide answers to common questions 

asked by users, thereby preventmg calls to tech support. Most of the questions m the 

Q&A were generated by a poll of tech support personnel askmg v^at questions 

customers most frequentiy asked about portables. Most of tiie answers are provided m 

tiie Online ILser's Guide: however, anotiier fimction of tiie Q&A is to provide a quick 
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reference. Due to this fimction, most of the mformation m the Q&A is brief and task-

oriented. 

The Portables Q&A is 83 screens long. Although it was originally broken up 

mto the same five sections as the origmal (desktop) Q&A, in its final form it has only 

three mam sections: Coiiq)uter Questions, Perq)herals Questions, and Wmdows 

Questions. The Con[q)uter Questions and Perq)herals Questions sections are fiirther 

broken down into specific types of coiiq)uter questions and specific perq)herals. 

Main topics and subtopics are accessed by chcking on icons, while answers to 

individual questions are accessed by chcking on square, gray buttons. Other 

navigational tools include browse buttons, a Back button, and a keyword search 

feature. Jumps (hypertext links that move the user to another screen) and pop-ups 

(hypertext links that cause a box to pop up onto the current screen containing 

additional, but nonessential, information related to the current screen) within the text 

lead to other information as weU. 

Authoring Tools 

The original (desktop) Q&A was authored usmg Help Magician 2.5. Since I 

was usmg this Q&A as a base for the Portables Q&A, I began authoring the Portables 

Q&A m He )̂ Magician 3.0, the latest version. He )̂ Magician has a WYSIWYG 

mterfece, but its text editor is proprietary, which made rt difficult to use at first. I had 

httle tune to become famihar with it, however, because a few days after I started 

workmg on my project, He )̂ Magician erased someone else's project. After 
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discovering that the new version of He )̂ Magician was riddled with bugs, Dell decided 

to try RoboHELP 3.0 as an ahemative. 

Since I had used RoboHELP on a brief class project, I was chosen to attenq)t a 

conversion from He^ Magician to RoboHELP to see how easy it would be to convert 

to this new tooL The conversion went smoothly, so I finished the Portables Q&A 

usmg RoboHELP 3.0, wWch uses Microsoft® Word 6.0 for its editor. Smce I was the 

first person m my department to use RoboHELP to coiiq)lete a project and because my 

conversion was onfy an experiment, there was no tenq)late available. I set the styles for 

the Q&A based on the origmal Q&A and on DeU online documentation standards 

already in place. 

Authoring Process 

As stated earher, the Portables Q&A is based on the original Q&A. The first 

step in modifying the original Q&A to make it portables-specific was to determine 

\ ^ c h mformation in the origmal Q&A was apphcable to portables. At first, I thought 

that much of the information from the original Q&A could be salvaged for the 

Portables Q&A; however, as I learned more about portable computers and their users, 

I changed or deleted more and more of the original information. 

Once I had determined \̂ iiat information I could keep from the origmal Q&A, I 

researched more questions for the Portables Q&A by taUdng with tech support 

personnel that answer questions from portables users. The tech support personnel 
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were mvahiable both for providing common questions that users ask and for providmg 

and verifying technical information. 

Another source of information was a study that was being conducted by the 

Portables Sustaining Marketing group. This group conducted a usability test on DeU 

portable con[q)uters by setting up 16 portable conq)uters m a local maU and getting 

random shoppers to atten:q)t installation and apphcation tasks. The problems 

encountered during this usability test provided some of the questions included m the 

Q&A 

Information gathering for online documents is an inexact and undocumented 

science. The literature discussmg online documentation does not record any particular 

method for gathering information, and there is no method documented at DeU. Due to 

budget constraints, I was not able to test my procedures on a production model 

portable computer. As a resuh, I wrote procedures I had never performed about 

equq)ment and software that I had never used. I rehed on second-hand knowledge 

from technical experts or existing documentation for technical mformation and 

procedures. The information on my audience was also gained second-hand from 

technical support personneL Even the mformation taken from previousfy distributed 

manuals and tech sheets were occasionaUy found to contam erroneous mformation. I 

have onfy the approval of my technical reviewers to assure me that the Q&A is 

technicaUy accurate and the approval of my marketnig reviewers to assure me that the 

mformation m the Q&A targets its mtended audience. 
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The literature assumes an idyUic world w^ere extensive usability testing is 

available and affordable for information gathering. The literature also takes for granted 

that writers are able to work first-hand with their products and customers. Field 

research needs to be conducted to determine how writers in the field reaUy gather 

information. 

In sorting the information mto topics, I had no particular method to foUow. 

The literature encourages a task-based strategy for grouping online information, yet 

some of the information in the Q&A was not task-oriented. Too, the feet that the 

document was in the Q&A format prevented me from categorizing the information by 

task. I have seen nothing written about the Q&A as a genre of discourse although 

Q&As are being used more and more frequentfy in technical documentation. 

Lacking any documented sorting method for this genre, I began sorting the 

mformation mto the sections established by the origmal Q&A These sections did not 

seem to fit the information. I abandoned any atten^t to appfy the specialized hterature 

and feU back on the basic principles of arrangement that govem any type of writing. 

Usmg a categorical organization, I let the mformation shape the document. Five main 

sections became three. Sub-levels developed. The finished version of the Portables 

Q&A looks ahnost nothmg hke the origmal Q&A. 

Once a prehmmary draft of tiie Q&A was complete, rt was reviewed by 

technical people from the portables group for technical accuracy and by several 

members of the Info Dev group for organization, consistency, tone, style, and 

grammar. AU comments were retumed to me and I made the appropriate changes or 
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verified my technical information as needed. The Q&A passed through three formal 

reviews and several spot reviews before it was deemed ready to mstaU. 

Influences on the Project 

Two of the most difficult adjustments to working m the corporate environment 

are learning to adhere to set standards and styles and learning to work v t̂h a team In 

school, students are encouraged to experiment with various formats and styles wMe 

doing a project. I was used to doing everything on a project my way on my own time 

schedule. I quickfy leamed that although experimentation is not frowned on m the 

corporate environment, you cannot do everything your way. There are standards and 

procedures you must adhere to for the sake of consistency and there are other people 

you must consider wdien you are working on a project. 

Usmg Set Styles and Standards 

Although DeU is in the process of formmg its online documentation standards 

and styles, there were some standards akeady m place >^en I arrived. DeU strives to 

mamtam a consistent 'T)eU look and feel" to hs documentation, and onhne 

documentation is no different. Typeface, font size and color for various types of text, 

the color of the non-scroUmg region, size and color of buttons and other standard art 

and the placement of buttons on the button bar and m the non-scroUing region are set 

standards. Aside from these standards, I had complete control over the layout of tiie 

screens and the placement of information. 
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Workmg with a Graphic Artist 

The look of the Q&A is mfluenced by the two graphic artists that I worked 

with during the project. In my graphics design class and m my manuals class, I leamed 

that one of the first steps in planning and organizmg a document is to determine what 

art you wiU need and to inform the artist as soon as possible. What you do not leam is 

that sometimes it takes weeks just to research the document to determine wiiat 

information wiU be included. You cannot teU the graphic artist vAiSit icons, screen 

captures and other pieces of art are needed untU you know \̂ dlat you are going to 

write about. Because my research took so long, I did not give the graphic artist very 

much time to complete the art. I had no idea how long it can take to draw a piece of 

art or create an icon. This experience taught me to be aware of team members 

schedules and work loads. 

Working with an Editor 

Like graphic artists, editors might be working on muhiple projects at a time. I 

had to coordmate with my editor to mesh my project with his schedule and work load. 

I leamed that editors have different styles, just as graphic artists do. Some editors' 

revisions are m-depth to the pomt of revismg the style of your writing. Otiier editors 

stick to grammar, organization, and wiiether or not the document foUows the style 

guidehnes set by DeU. The editor's knowledge of DeU standards, grammar, and tiie 

type of document, as weU as tiie editor's personal preferences witii regard to screen 

design and word choice aU mfluence the design and content of tiie document. My 
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editor emphasized consistency and technical accuracy over personal writing style. 

Many changes in formatting and word choice were made due to his revisions. 

Working with Marketing 

One of the strongest mfhiences on the Q&A is the Portables Marketmg group. 

Marketing projects and preserves the image of the product and the con^any. I could 

not appfy some of the documentation guidelines I had leamed because they were not 

good marketing strategy. Most of the time, it was easy to rewrrte the text to conform 

to marketing's standards, but there are some screens in the Q&A wiiere I do not feel I 

was as plain-spoken as I should have been due to the mfluence of marketing. For 

instance, I tried to put cautions at the tops of screens so that customers were 

immediatefy wamed of possible damage to their equ^ment or data loss. Cautions 

project a negative image of the product, so they should not be the first text a customer 

sees on a screen. I was directed to move the cautions fiirther down the page foUowing 

the actual action that might cause damage or data loss (Figure 2). I could not use 

certam terms or phrase descrq)tions or mstmctions m the negative because marketing 

determmed that these terms or negative phrasmg reflects badly on the product. 
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Dei! Q&A 
File Edit Bookmark Help 

BSH^HiiSiSSBilSiiil 
How do you care for your hard-disk drive? 

Inside Your Computer 

When your hard-disk drive is in your computer, it is protected by the surrounding 
components and the computer casing. Although the computer casing protects your 
hard-disk drive, the hard-disk drive can still be damaged if mishandled. 

• ^ 

-CAUTION: If you drop your portable computer from a distance of one foot or more, 
data loss could result. 

Your hard-disk drive is sensitive to extreme temperature changes. If you leave your 
computer in a hot car or other area that becomes very v/arm, do not bring it into a cool 
area and immediately begin to use it. Although the computer appears to be functioning 
normally, data loss may occur later as a result of the rapid temperature change. 

i'—-CAUTION: Allow your computer to return to room temperature before using Do 
not use your computer following extreme temperature changes. Data loss may 
result. 

Outside Your Computer 

If your computer supports a removable hard-disk drive, take special care that your 
hard-disk drive is protected when it is outside your computer. Your removable hard-disk 
drive is fragile. If it is mishandled or stored improperly, data loss could occur or the 
hard-disk drive could be destroyed. 

Figure 2. Example of a Screen Containing Cautions 
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Knowledge Apphed from Research and Studies 

Contrary to the e?q)erience of most graduates wdio enter the workplace, my 

mtemship held few surprises. My e>q)eriences at DeU were similar to the experiences 

simulated in class. Because of the broad scope of the Technical Communication 

Master's curriculum, I have a workmg knowledge of aU of the team members' duties 

in the Information Development group. The Graphics Design course prepared me to 

work and communicate effectively with graphic artists and production (format) team 

members. The Technical Editing course prepared me to work with editors. I am able 

to understand editing marks and the thought process of an editor because I have edited 

the work of others and had my work edited by my teachers and classmates. I feh 

comfortable particqiating in meetings because they were similar to class discussions. I 

wrote status reports on my projects at DeU just as I wrote status reports for my class 

projects. The Technical Communication Master's curriculum prepared me weU for my 

intemship. 

Research Apphed to Project Design 

The emphasis of my research is onhne help for the novice user. Although the 

Portables Q&A aUowed me to apply some of my research, the Q&A is not technicaUy 

a he )̂ document, nor was the audience entkely novice users. Smce tiie Q&A is 

designed to be a "quick fix" for specific problems to avoid expensive tech support 

caUs, tiie Q&A loses tiie enqihasis on graduatmg tiie novice user mto an expert 

discussed m my research. The format and purpose of tiie Q&A does not aUow for any 
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atten[q)t to teach and expand the knowledge of the user. Instead, the focus is on 

conq)leting a task or solving a problem This task-oriented focus is appropriate for 

novice users, the most hkely type of customer to use a Q&A. Smce the primary user of 

a Q&A is a novice, I was able to appfy most of my research on novice users even 

though the Q&A is a stand-alone document and not attached to an apphcation as hê ) 

would be. 

As mentioned previously, the stmcture of the Q&A was supposed to numic the 

stmcture of the origmal Q&A. The finished version of the Portables Q&A is loosefy 

based on that original stmcture, but has more levels. This stmcture does not reflect the 

research I have conducted on the optimal stmcture for online documents which states 

that flatter online documents are easier to navigate. Although the Portables Q&A 

became deeper than the origmal, it only has three levels. This shaUow stmcture should 

be easy to navigate; however, if I had had time I would have abandoned the origmal 

Q&A's structure ahogether. The information for portables did not lend itself to the 

stmcture of the original Q&A. The stmcture of the origmal Q&A when apphed to 

portable-specific mformation led to vague topics such as "Computer Questions." A 

flatter, more task-oriented stmcture would be preferable for novice users (Figure 3). 
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Dell Q&A 
File Edit Bookmark Help 

i i5s5ges$::;H?s?ll?i liiiiili iWi 

Computer Questions 

The most frequently asked questions about Dell portable computers are 
categorized below. Click on an icon to select a category. 

About Your Computer 

Caring for Your Computer 

About Your Display 

About Your Trackball 

About Power 

t<i^y_ttf\M\wji_9W9jiyyyjry;i;ifyyyy;^;f;iyyy!i3ifyyyji;iyyy;^^ 

Figure 3. Exanqile of a Flat Hierarchical Screen 
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The origmal Q&A did not mchide browse buttons. I added browse buttons to 

the Portables Q&A because novice users prefer to browse through topics to find 

information. I wanted to include some text in the non-scrolling region to mdicate that 

the icon bar located in the upper-right comer of the non-scrolling region is 'liot" and 

chcking on one of the icons wiU lead the user to questions on the topic represented by 

the icon. This text was not included because it is not an online documentation standard 

and because the German translation of the text would stretch half-way across the non-

scroUing region. Since there is no text to indicate that the icon bar is '"hot," I do not 

think that many customers wiU realize that it is a navigational tooL 

The original Q&A is dense with text and has many scroUing screens. In the 

Portables Q&A, I broke the text mto numbered steps to make procedures easy to 

foUow. I also put text and graphics m pop-ups wherever possible to avoid scroUing 

screens which are undesu-able because the user might not reahze that there is more 

mformation. Also, the amount of text on a scroUmg screen is mtunidatmg to users. 

IdeaUy, there would be no scroUmg screens m the Q&A; however, some of the screens 

scroU because the procedures are long and I wanted the user to be able to print the 

entire procedure if needed. 

Novice users find graphics he îfiil as a reference and as a 'landmark" to keep 

tiiem oriented m tiie onhne document. The origmal Q&A has a graphic on each screen 

tiiat lets tiie user know what type of mfonnation is displayed on tiiat screen. For 

mstance, mfonnation about perq)herals would have a printer graphic at tiie top of tiie 

text. Smce novice users rely on tiiese graphics for navigation, I wanted to create topic-
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related graphics for each type of mformation m the Portables Q&A Various members 

of the Info Dev group did not agree. They reasoned that smce the graphic was not 

"hot" that it would appear to be too much hke a button that did not work and this 

would confiise the user. I disagree for two reasons. One, there are a number of 

graphics m tiie Q&A tiiat are not 'liot." These graphics do not seem to confiise users. 

Two, tiie graphics tiie graphic artist and I were designmg were too large and colorfiil 

to be mistaken for the small, gray squares used for buttons. 

Conclusion 

Smce I lacked a substantial and cohesive body of hterature from vAnch to draw 

guidehnes for this project, the Portables Q&A is an origmal conq)Uation of tried-and-

tme method and e?q)erimentation. I implemented what mformation that I could glean 

from my hterature review. When that source faUed, I reverted to Aristotehan principles 

of rhetoric, supplemented my own ideas vMch were supported or modified by the 

online writing team at DeU. 

For instance, lacking a documented method for information gathering, I 

reverted to the Aristotelian princq)le of mvention. Since I could not directfy mterview 

my audience (DeU's customers), I improvised and interviewed technical support 

enqiloyees w^o speak directfy to DeU's customers. Although the onhne medium 

requires an active audience, not assumed by Aristotie's princqiles of rhetoric, these 

princq)les can be adapted to appfy to hypertext. 
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The issue of navigation was particularfy difi&cuh to address. The body of 

literature on the subject is unconchisive, and Aristotie's princq)les assume that a 

weaker is activefy inqiarting information to passive listeners, not active listeners 

discovering the discourse for themselves m wiiatever order benefits them the most. 

However, I extrapolated the princqiles of arrangement and delivery to hypertext 

navigation by layering my screens m a flat hierarchy for easy access to information. By 

usmg the princqiles of delivery, I used icons and screen layout to cue readers about the 

type of information on each screen and \\4iere that screen was in relation to the rest of 

the document. By applying Aristotelian principles of rhetoric to online documentation, 

I was able to fiU some of the gaps left by the literature. 

The Portables Q&A was a chaUenging project in many other rejects as weL 

Attenq)ting to write and design within the Q&A format revealed gaps in the literature 

on online documentation. Although the research that has been done m the past has 

been invaluable for elevating the stmcture and layout of online documents, some of the 

conclusions generated by this research become iiiq)ractical in a work environment. In 

my experience with Dell, I attenqited to appfy the knowledge gained from extensive 

review of the hterature concerning online he )̂ and novice users to an online Q&A. I 

discovered that there are genres such as the Q&A that have not been discussed m the 

hterature. I also leamed that even wiien you are able to appfy some technical writing 

princq)le that corporate mfluences such as marketmg sometunes prevent you from 

applying that prmcjple. As a resuh of my review of the hterature and my e?q)erience m 

tiie workplace, I conclude that extensive field research needs to be conducted m the 
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work environment to determine how online documentation should be written and 

designed within the corporate restrictions and economical limitations of the workplace. 
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